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THE CONSTRUCTION OF SA^ ►TURATED 2 R"p DESIGNS
	
-	 ^,	 by	 -
Nora^an R, Drapes and Toby j. Mitchell
University of Wisconsin
_	 0. SUMMARY
--
If a ^ ^p design, of fixed resolution R and sped-fled number of
9^	 -	 - -	 ^runs 2 accommodates the maximum possible number of variables we
,,
say that it is saturated. Yn this paper, we e develop a method for con
strvcting saturated designs and apply it to an exammple. -:- . - 	 -
-	 ^	 ^_,
--.	 -
We first show that when R is odd, the set of all distinct Z ^ p
designs (where q = ^-p is specified) can be obtained easily from a
(^+l)-p 	 -particular class of 2 ^+1	 designs. We then develop a stage by
stage method for constructing this `°parent" class ^ designs of (even
resolution R+1. This class is shown, incidentally,. to contain a
saturated design, The complete set of 2 R p designs, which naturally
ia^*^ludes all saturated 2 R0p assigns, can then lie obtained at once.
The `problem of arranging the designs constructed into blocks of runs, so
that. the blocked designs have certain desirable confoundi^gQ properties,
-_
is also investigated, and a mett,od for obtaining optimal blocking
arrangements is given. As an important part of our method, a n sequential
cor^f ecture" procedure is developed and utilized to test the equivalence
of any two designs.
These procedures eve bt^en programmed for the computer, and are
-
illustrated by the example R = 5, q = ?.
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1. INTRODUCT'IOIoT
k=	 -1 1 2 p frac'^onal factoria3 designs
kThe construction of 2 Ap fractional factorial designs and the
study of their confounding properties has been approached from several
closely related poihts of viesrv, e. g. , geometrically (Keinpthorne (1947 jj,
as a special case of an orthogonal array (1R^^ (1947), Bose and Bush
(192 jj_ ana through the theor^^ e^E groups (Fisher (1942 j). (For a r^:wiew
^f these and ether approaches to the construction of 2k p fractional
factorial designs: see Addelman (1963 j R j
Box and Hunter (1961x, 1961bj have distilled the essential
result$ and presented st€°aightfonrvard techniques for constructing,
k-blocking, and analyzing 2 p fractional factorial designs of resolutions
III, I61, and V. Through6ut this paper we shall often refer to this work.
We s^^all assume that the variables of a 2k p design are labeled.
(1, 2, ... k ). From any subset of thes8 variables, or letters; w0
can form a word. e. g. , 1357 is a word composed of the letters 1, 3,
5, and 7. Associated with every 2k^p design is a set of p words,
^1^ W2^ " • ^ Wp, called ^enerat,,,_ ors. If we define the -oduct of - two words
X and Y to be that word which contains the letters appearing in X ar X',
but not in both, then the set of wards which is composed of all possible
,products involving the p generators appears in the defer relation;
I =W l =W^ _. . -WA
W 1W2 = .
	
_ Wp_ 1Wp	 (^i^ ^ uc^al of 2 W's j
= W 1WZW 3 = '	 = Wp_zWp_1Wp (all products of 3 W's j
..
= W 1W2.. , Wp
	(the product of p W's
(1.1..1)
_	
^ ____,	 _	 _	
-	 ..	
^,
!	
^ ^ e
-	
-	
-(I is called the ids-and is such that IX = XI = X for all words X. )
The lerngth (i. e. the number of 1Qtters) of the shortest wood in th®
defining relation is callers #tne resol_,ution (R) of the design and is used
to classify it. In a design. of resolution R all main effects are con
Banded with interactiorn^ involving {R-h-or more factors, all wo'factor
intefisctlons are confounded with interactions involving (R-2) or m^ e
factors, and so or. If the experimenter tentatively assumes that the
importance of j-factor interactions diminishes as j increases, then the
higher the val?ue of R, the more satisfactory the design is with respect
to the pnrirnciple of confounding the "important" effects with "unimportant"
effects. Of course, giv°en sufficient runs we can always make R
suitably large. In practice^ when tine number of factors k is specified,
we may want R to be as large as passible far same i.^.	 rnumk^er of
runs. Or, if R is specified, we may wish to mirninnize the number of
runs necessary to examine k factors in a 2 R`p design. Bath of these
,problems can be salved if we have solved, in an appropriate number of
Wises, tie equivalent problem of accommodating the largest number of
factors in a x R-p design of given resolution and given .number of runs.
It is this latter problem which we shall c+insider.
1.2 Saturated 2k-p designs of resolution R
For designs of resolution III, Box and Hunter (1961a) used the
v^ord sa,,,_tu#at^ed, to describe the two-level resolution III designs which
incarparate T'^T-1 variables in N runs. This number (N-1) ^s the maximum
numb of variables possible. We shall extend the use of the ward
saturated to two-level fracticmal factorial designs of general resolution
R as follows.
=4^
Suppose the number of runs, 2q , and the resolution R, of a two=
level fractional factorial design are both specified. A 2 R^p design
(where k=p = r^) v^rhich contains tine maximums p+as sible number of
_-	 _	 _
variables k wili be called a saw resole ^ R de^a ^ln 2^ ^ or,
simply, a aturated ae_ s_ic„^n,,
It can be shown that for rFa^^alutons III and IV (Bob a^td ^Tunter
(1Q^la)), the number of x^bles aco^^nn€oda^d in a sate 	 s3esiQn
q 
--	
`.^	 ^	 ^. ^
	
q^° 1
,in ^ runs i.s ^ - l end 2 ,respectively.
For-
 designs of ^^solution V t)ae situation is not as straightforward.
Box an*^ Bunter ( 1961b) summa^e the solutions of the problem fc^r the
cases, q = 4, 5, 6, and 7 as shown in ^ ^c^lllowing tabula^on^
,^
q	 4
no. of runs (= 2q )	 16
max. no. of variables
which can be accommodated
in a resolution V desigY,
	 5
5	 b	 7
32' ^^ 128
6	 8	 11 (1.2.1)
When q -'_B, the maximum nu.-^ber of variables which can be accommodated
in a resolution V design has not previously been determined., A,,specific
2 V 9 design was given by Addelman (1965) who argued that " .17-	 it is un}.i^cely
that more than 1? factors can be accommodated in such a plan. "
Far te^olutions > 5, no results have been published, though the
simpler cases can readily be solved by extending .the methods applied
by Boot and Bunter (1961b) to some resolution ^ examples.
In this paper we develop a general method for constructi.*^g s$turated
designs of resolutions R and R +1, where R is odd, The procedure, which
W
__
	
-_	 K	 $^'"	
__:;	 ;.	 ..
__
=5=
has been programmed for the computer, is illustrated in 1Yie case R= 5,
q = ?. A general meti^od for blocking ^k-p designs in such a way that the
maximum possible number of block $ are attained is also given.. (The more
extensive application of these met^zods to the cases ti) R = 5, q = 8 and	 _
- iii) R = 5, q = 9 will appear in subsequent papers. )
2 DEVEL^JF?^lIF,^1
__ -
^ 1 Preliminary definitions
	
_	 _
We shall say that tv^o designs Dl
 and DZ are equivalent if and only
if one stay bel obtained from the othE^s by a relabelin€^ of the variables. A
more precise definition is the following.
Definition: Designs Al
 and D2 , each of which incorporates the.
variables ;1, 2, ... , k ), are equivalent (denoted by Dl ^ DZ ) if and only
if there is a permutation of the variables (1, 2, ... ^ k) which creates a
Qne to one . mapping of the, words of DI in^a the=-weds of D2. (Note: For
the sake of brevity, we shall often use the expression "words of 19" to
mean "words of the definl^zg relation of 1;. ") 	 _____ _	 .
We shall say that •hero designs .are dis net if and only if they are
not equivalent.
It will be convenient to classify designs as even or odd. seconding
to the following definition.
Definition: An ^ design is one whose deft^ .ing relation consists
entirely of words of - even length. (The identity I is .considered to be a
word of even length.) An o.
 dd design is one whose defining relation
contains at least one word of odd length.
2.2 Preliminary remarks
We note that obtaining a 2R-p design which maximize3 k=q ^-p
fac given R and fixed q is equivalent to obtaining a 2k^ p design which
maximises p for given R and. fixed q. Since` o is thR mimhar ^
s
^•
_^ A
--,
u
generators of'th+e design, we _may consider x saturated design as .one
which has the greatest number of generators- (p) for fixed q = k=p
these generators satisfying, of course, the restrictions imposed by
the resolution R. We shall call a set of such generators a m
set for fixed q and R.
Our procedure for building up a maximal set of generators for
fixed q and R is based- on a particular form of construction, which
vie o^stain as a consequence of fine following observations.
-	
-k-p	 -Rem 1. .The defining relation of a 2 fractional factorial
design contains ^p
 words (including I). Of these, either
(i j ha3f are of even length srad - half are of Add length, or
(ii) all axe of even length,
where I is counted as ,an ever. word. In particular, the defining
k=prelation of every 2	 design of odd resolution R, which by defini=
tion includes at least one word ^ length R, mush +e composed of
2p^ 1
 odd words and 2p -1 even words (including I). (l^ot^ss An equ-
valent form of Remark 1 can also be found in Brownlee, Kelly, and
Y.oraine (1948 ^
Remark 2. Giv®n the d
__.._._.. _,	 efining relation D a# sn arbitrary 2 R^p
design, where R is odd, we can '°attach" an extra variable (?s+l; to
each of the 2p^ 1 odd words of D. Then tha resulting expression,
which contains only k^ords of even length, is the defining relation,
E say, of some 2 R+1 )^p design. (Note: E is actually the defining
relation of the design obtained by associating the variable (k+1) with
the I c®lump of the design matrix of D, then "folding over" this design.
(See Box and Hunter (1961x). );
__
--
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_	 We note that, inRe^aY '^  2, D can be recovered -from E simply
by er sin , i. e. , remotiring-from e^^ch wcud, the variaibla (k+l): Remark	 __ =
_	 ^	 ^^
	p	 ,	 -	 ininc^. relation D of any 2 R^p design,2 im lies therefor8 that the def
wher® R is odd, cane be olstained from the defining r®lati E of soma
even '
'
^ R+1 ^p design, b^ erasing- a particular° variabl® wherwer it
--appears in E.	 -	 -
,_
Letting q ^ k-p, we shad. write the generators .of E in the form:
VIP 1 ^ Kl(q+21
	
^V2
 = Kz(^+3^	 ^,
_.	 _
_	
^^	 ^^
^^
wp-2 - ^-1(q+pj
Wp. = Kp(q+p+l ) = Kp (k+l),	 (2.2.1)
,^	 ,
where, far each i = 1, ^, ... , p, the variable q+l+i appears in one
and only one generator, nameha^ VVi.
- The expression ^ocE a set of generators in a form such as (2.2. l.j,
in which ®ache o^ p variables is isolated in one o^ the p generators,
was introduced by Box and Hunter (1961b j. VVe shall call this form a
s,^ndard #corm `and shall refer to the p isolated variables as in ,tor
variables.	 -
t can easily be shown that every defining relation has a set of
generators which can be written in a standard farm.. Every even
(k+1)-p2 R+l
	
design, where R is odd, is therefore equivalent to a design
-8=
whose generators are written as fn (2.2.1}. ^'he set {Ki} sati fies
the conditiQhst
(i }. ^i is composed of letters of the set (1, ^, . » . , q+I ):
(ii}. I{i is of odd length
(iii} ^Ki}
:^KKj } = R-1
^^.
:aKiKiKk...) _'_'- l	 { R factors.... }
where :i (word) is the lei #. e. , the number of letters ^. of the word`, .,
Condition (i } is a consequence: of ^e requirement that the generat^cs^ 
_
l^;
!	 ^ that the desis^n is even,be in standard form condition (ii) ensure
and condition (iii} is necessary if the resolution is to equal Rol..
_'	 Our procedure will involve. the construction. of the corr^'^ple?te seat
of distinct designs whose generators are v^^ritten in the. forts (^. 2,.1},
where the set { Ki } satisfies the conditions (Z. 2.2 j^ Thin s'.et^^,
which . includes the set of even ^ R+1 }Tp des#gn$ #or eci:d ^' a ^^R
and odd R, is actually the set of distinct even 2 ^ +l ^P r c^^^sfg*^^s,^;
where the resolution. S is even and equals ^ eeed ^R#^1.. "^t^►
set of distinct 2 Rip designs can then bye obtained if we erai^^e^
every possible way, one variable from each d^e^sgp^ in h^e^ ^^Qt off` ^>. , ^
2(Ri^^ll}+p designs. 	
_
This approach may,. at first, appear to-cotap^li,Cats; r^^th^ ° th.
simpl^.fy, the investigation. Thy contrary is_ t !^^,. h^oW^vE^^"^, t^it;t	 _
far each value of p, the number of distinct ern x ^, 'I }^"^ stns
(Z: 2^ 2
_g=
(for specified q = k=p
 and odd R) never exceeds, and is generally
kip	 -less _ than,. the number of distinct 2 R designs. Thus, by dealing
with designs ^ the farmer type, as we build a maximal set of { Ki }
which batisfy (2.2.2 ), we shall reduce substantially the "number of
distinct designs ^nthich need to be considered at each stage.
Another advantage to this approach is derived from the fact
(k+l)=pthat the set of e^ 2 R+1
	
assigns, which we use to obtain the
Safi of 2 R-p designs, always conta^a a saturated design of resolution
R+1 in 2q+1 runs (Mitchell. (196b )^. .his cloy® relationship between
saturates designs of odd resolution Rand saturated designs of even
resolution R+1, will allow us to construct. saturated designs for the
two teeolutions R (in 24
 rums) and R+1 (in 2^1 runs) simultaneously.
2. 3 Stage by stage construction of saturated designs
For a given odd resolution R, our object will be to construct
(k+I)-pthe set of a^l.^' distinct even 2 R+l	 designs for specified q = k-p and
all possible values of p. (We shall take p = 1, 2, ... , p^ up to the
saturation point p = p*.) From the saturated designs of this set we can
then easily obtain the saturated 2 ^ p designs.
We shall c^nstrust, stage by stage, the set of even _. 2(k+l)-p
designs of resolution -'_ R+1 in the form (2.2.1), where the set { Ki }
must, at each stage, satisfy the conditions (2.2.2).
At the r-th stage, i. e. , far p=-r, we construct a typical new
design by adding to the set of generators a ►f one of the distinct designs
{D((r-1), i)}, i =1, 2, ... , jr_l, which have been found at the (r-1)-th
-10-
stage, a gens^rator of form VITr _ ICr
 (q+r+1) which is compatible with
(i„ e. , whose presence does not violate the resolution conditions
(2.2.2)) the (r-1) generators alreadgr present. All possible candidates
Kr, are incorporated in a generator Wr = K^, (q+r+l) and tested for
compatibility. with D((r-1). i). Hence, for the na_rent design D((r-1). i),
there may be several new designs which can be formed, each corre^
sponding to a particular Wr
 which is compatible with the generators
of D((r-1). i), Vl^e consider, in turn, each possible parent design
D((r-1). i), i =1 2, ... , Tr_l, and obtafn the set of new r-th stage
designs which are derived from it. V1^e then select one desi gn from
each set of equivalent r-th stage designs. The selected designs are
distinct, and are denoted { D(r, i)}, i =1, 2, ... , rr The designs
{D(rij} are then used as parent designs for the next stage (p=r+l).
At each stage r therefore, we obtain a set of distinct even
2(q+r+l)-r design$, of r®solution ' It+l, in ^q+l runs. We naw show, by tn-
duction,•that every possible even 2(4+r+1)-r design of resolution ^ R+1
is equivalent to a design in this set.
Let us assume (for the purposes of induction)that - every even
2(4'M')-(r- 1) design ^ r®solution '_ R+1 is equivalent ^to a design in
the set {D((r-1). i)}, i = 1, 2, ... ! jr_l, which has been obtained by
the procedures described above. T+Tow suppose we are given an
arbitrary Z(4^+1) r design E which is even and has resolution z R+1.
When the generators of E are in standard forns (2.2.1), it is obv#ous
that the first (r-1) of th©m are the generators of some even 2(q+r^(r-1)
design E' of resolution ' R+1, where E' is, by our assu.^ nption,
_^	
_	
..
^.
s
11	 ^;^
equivalent t^o a design, D' say, !n the set {D((r=l), i)}. Let the
r-th generrator of E be denoted V4'r = l^, (q+r+l) and let Lr e P(I^,)
}
	
	 where P ^1s the :permutation of the variables which transforms the
defining relation of E' info the defining. relation of D'. Since the
generator K^(q+r+1) is coYnpatible vrith , the set of generators
(Wl,1IiT2, . , Vltrol ) of E', the wood Lr(q+r+1) will be compatible
with the set of generators of D'. If we include the word Lr(q+r+l )
with the set o^ generators of D' therefore, the resulting set will be
a set of generators which define some 2	 desigzl D of
resolution ^ R+1. (Note that Dom, since P {D' )= F' and P(Wr)
Lr(gfr+1).) Now we need only show that design D is indeed pro-
_. ^_duced in our stage by Stage procedure. This is seen to be the case
.if we .replace the generator L_(q+r+1) of D with M -(q+r+1) v^ erer	 - r
Mr
 is the product of Lr
 with the ward of D' which contains that
.subset cf the indicator variables (q+2, -.. , , q+r) appearing in Lt.
Since Mr is composed of the variables ( 1, Z, .. , q+1) and is of
odd length, it will arise as a candidate in the stage by stage pro--
cedars, with the result that design D is produced. Hence D is
equivalent to a design in { D(r. !)}. and so E (which is equivalent
to D) is also equivalent to a design in {D(r. )}. We have therefore
shown that, if every even 2	 design of resolution = R+1
is equivalent to a design in { D((r-1), i)}, i =1, 2, .. , jr_ 1 , every
even 2(q^+1)-r design of resolution ^ R+1 is equivalent to a design
in { D(r: i^}, i = 1, 2, ... , Jr.
To complete our inductive argument, we need only state the
obviaus fact that the resolt holds true when r = 1, that is, that every
S;
12-
z(q+2)-1 design, of resolution ^ R+1, whose (single) genetator has	 _
even length, is equivalent to a design in the set { D(1. i)}, where the
{ ^A(1. i) } are chosen in sequence according to their even word length
(greater than .
 or equal to R+1, of course.
We scan therefr-are proceed, knawi^ng that, at eve=Y state ^r each
set {D(r. i) }, i = 1, 2, ... , ors . contains all. the distinct oven
2	 designs of resolution '_ R+l =^hich exist at that stage. - Our
procedure will stop anly when we reach the stage p*+2,-sad, when
no candidate. Kp*+1 is compatible with the generators of anX design
in the set { D(p* i) }, The .set { D(p+. i) } will- therefore be the=-set
of distinct saturated even designs of resolution R+1 in 24+1 runs,
The set of all distinct saturated resolution R designs in 24 runs can
-	 -then be obtained from the set { D(p *.3) } as indicated in Section 2.2.
2.4 Blacking designs of resolutions R and ^+1
In blocking any given 2k-p fractfonal factorial design, csie
can ass©ciate "blocking generators" 8l, B2, . , Bt, say, with any
t ^,ndeoendent columns in ^e estimation matrix of the-design. (See
Box and Hunter (1961a ).) The choice of t blocking generators
provides 2t
 blocks, each containing 2k-p^t runs.
The effects which are confounded with block effects for a
given design can be determined very simply as follaws. We multiply
through the defining relation of the design by the product of any
subset of the words (Bl, L^, ... , Bt). If we do this for ®very
passible subset- of the { Bi }, then the resulting expacessions list all
the effects which are confounded with block effects.
^^ ^^
^..
_	 ti	 ,...	 ...	 ,. -,	 .. .
13 -	
__
In designs of odd resolution R, -the effects which are tentatively
assumed to be the important effects.. ate the main effects and the
interactions of (R-1)/2 ar fewer variables J`ITe want to ensure that
au^,h effects are not confounded wig blacks. The blocking generators
Bl, 82, ... Bt, together with the generators V1 l, W2, .. , Wp of the
- -^: A design to be blocked called the b., a g d„gsi^n_) must therefore
generate a defining_ relation which is of -resolution R' not less than
_`	 k-p t(R+1)/2. Such a blocked design w:l be denoted as a 2 ^R; design.
-	
-	
-	 k p t	
-	 -it can be shun that every 2 R ^ ^, design (where R is odd) can
-	 e from some even 2{k+1)=p=tbe obtained through the erasure cf a variabl	 R+1 ^'
design, where ^' ^ R' if R' is even and S' = R' +l if ^' is odd, . e ,
S• is even and S' _ (R+1^2. (Ttie argument is analogous to that
Suggested by Remark- 2 of Section 2.2 to show that every ^ R P design
-	
(k+1)=pbe obtained £torn an even. 2 R+1
	
design,' )
Me can new rely an our. -stage by stage procedure to construct
the set of distinct generating relations associated with even 2 R+1; S'
designs having a given base design. Tine object of the procedure will
be to add as many blocking generators as possible, ire order to obtain
tt^e maximum number of blocks.
The faun of construction of the generators is as followst
Wl
 = Kl{q+2)
W2
 = KZ(q+3)
Wp ^ Kp(q+p+1)
Bl
82
Bt
._.
	
..^
-	
_ _._
,^.. - ,^F ,..,.,,^,.^.,^._..
{2.4.1)
= 2
In other words, we first write tke generators (Wl, W^	 , Wp} of
the base design just as they are obtained from the stage by stage
construction of Section 2 3, and. then complete the set of generators
(2.4.1) with a set of words (Bl, BZ, .. , Bt } which are independent
of each other and of the 'W's. Without lass of generality, we can
insist that no word in the set { Bi } contain any of the indicator
^ , Q ^	 ,^ 4 F	 if one of the B's -- Bu, say =_letters +Z +3 .. + +l. For
originally contains sorie subset of these indicator variablas,; we can
replace Bu
 by a new generator =the product of B^ with the particular
product of the W's which contains that subset of the indicator
variables. In (2.4 . 1) we can therefore take the words in the set { Bi },
1=1, 2,	 , t, to be composed of letters. -from the set (1, ^, .. , , q+1).
Since, "we ere. .interested in even designs,, each Bi is of even length.
The generators (Wl, W2, ... , Wp, Bl, B2 ,	 , Bt) must, of course,
generate a defining relation whose shortest word is not less than
(R+1^2, to satisfy th8 resolution conditions. .
In the stage by stage procedure which adds blocking generators
to a given base design, we discard, at each stage, any defining
relation which is equivalent to a defining relation already found at
that stage. The argument which shaves that we obtain, i^ this way,
the complete set of distinct defining relations associated. with even-
designs of„type 2(k+l)-p-t is analo ous to that used in Section ^. 3 ^_-It+1; 3'
	 ^	
9
in the stage by stage constriction of 2(k+1)-p designs.
We should remark here Chet, although the defining relations of
two blocked designs may be equivalent, the designs themselves are
equivalent if and only if the transforming permutatfon also connects
_"-
-15-
the defining relations of the base designs. However, we shall r^,ot
"lose" -any designs by considering only the "complete" defining
relations. (without regard to the labeling of the generators ), -since we
can always recover a design which has been discarded simply by
relabelif^^ the generators of a design which has been retained, in
addition to the usual permuting ai the variables.	 _
The even (k+1 rp-t -	 - --t	 designs (where S ^ (R^1)/^ ), which we useR+l S'
to obtain the 2 Rt R t designs (where R' ' (R+1 j/2) , are themselves
c^ interest. Among blocked designs og resolution (R+1 S' ), the
iinpa^rtance of ttiese eves designs is indicated by the fact that if we
-	
k=p-tairs gives an arbitrary 2 R+1 S' design F a where k, p, and t are
specified then there exists an even k=p-t design E having theZR+1; S'
same values of k, p and t. If one is interested in using a blocked
design of resolution (R#1; S' ),_ and one's criteria fir selection ai a
design involve only the number of variables, runs, and blocks, one
can thus restrict a^*e^tion to the even designs. .This feet lends
additional imp nce to this class of designs, which was introduced
for' another pwcpose, namely-that of constructing blocked resolution
E^2; R') designs.
^. 5 Examining the possible equivalence of vo designs
At the r=th stage of the procedure outlined in Section ^. 3, we
wish to construct a set of designs { D(r. i) }, i =1 2, .. , Jr, which
are stinct In practice, we ensure that all members aE this Aet are
distinct by refusing to accept, at the r-th stage, any designs which
are equivalent td a design already found at this stage. A necessary
v
... _	 z.,	 y . _.^-	 , ^
	
-,y,,.
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req^^irem^ant of this procedure is that we be able to recobnise whether
or not two specified designs are equivalent.
Suppose we are given two 2k-p desic^ -zs A and B, and we vvi^h
ts.^ dete^ne whether or not A^B^ .That s^ we wish to :investigate
whether them fs ^^^ ^	 variables which will. transform A
into B. If such a r®labeling,. P say, exists, -the vector of variables
(l, 2 .. , k) in design A is transformed by F into the vector ^^{l),
P(2 ) ... , P{k ^j in such a way that the words of the defiling rely
of A are transformed into the words of the def:tg relation ^f S.
We shall -adopt the coaventf an that the varia^blea ' both designs
A and B are labeled 1, 2, . , . , k. Hence the relab^li^^g- w311 simply
be a pgnnut,_,_ation, of the variables {l, 2, ... , k ). There may several
such transforming peranutations which take design Ito design B.
cli^cory of say one_ of these will suffice ^ ^h^ than the designs
A and B are a^llvaletlt.
Suppose design A is such that ithere are t^ w^rot^^ ^ length t
in the defining relation cf A, where ttl, 2^ . , . , k The vector a
(arl, c^2, , ark ) will be called ^e ^ len_ - patke,^,r^n cf A. Similarly,
w® can define the word length pattern of design B.
We note at on+^e that two design- A aad B which have different
word length pat`^es catuiot ^aqui^a.lent, since a transforming per-
mutatit^n ^^, if it e^sisted, could not. c1►►ange the wo^c3 lengths. If the
word length patterns of A snd 8 are the same, however, further
investigation is necessary to determine whether or not e Ae'B.
Our approach will involve making a sequence of "coniectures"
about the rmture of a possible transforming periautation F Each
^,
^^
--	
^.^., _. _	 r	
. ..	
^	 u^ , ''^`	 ^
_ •3^7
conjecture vyill then be "rejected" ar "no* rejected" on the basis of
an examixaation of the defining relations of A and B.
We shall defies a +^oniecture at the r-th stage to be a tentative
. _ .....
assumption that there +does exist a transforming permutation P which
fs _suEh that F(il, i2, ... , 3r,) = ^^^, jZ, .. , , fir), where (il, 12 , .. e , ir)
is a subset of the variles of A and (jl, j2, ... , jr ) is a subset cf
the variables of B. The effect of P on the remaining variables of A
is Ieft unspecified by the conjecture.
Ira order to develop a test which will allow us to reject certain
CO^'lieCtt^'es, we first nets that any conjecture may be used to snap
sets of words. in the defining relation of A into eats of words in the
definitaq relation of B.
Suppose we -are given the conjecture: P(il, i2 , ... , i=,) -
(il' ^2^" • ^ jr)• Each word of the defining relation of A contains a
particular subset of the variables (il, i^, ... , ir). We may use this
fact to divide the wosds of A into 3lstirrEct sets; two words will
belong to the same set if and only if they - both- contain precisely the
same subset +of the variables. (il , 12 , ... , ir). There are 2r such
pc^sible subsets of (il, .. , ^,), including ths ►
 one which contains
n^ of these variables. The sets of words of the defining relation.
of A which are induced. in this way will be denoted ..
 by { Ai }y i = ^, 2,
... ^ fir. ^:nllariy, we oa^n uses the variables (i i, j^, ... , jr) to
d#^d^ the`wc°^ls 'of the defirnir^g r^lati^an of B into sots { Bi
 }, i = 1, 2,
... , ^r^ ^yhere, for each i, the words in Bi include that subset c^ the
var3ebles which is chosen. fro^aa (jl' j2, .. • , jr) in . exactly the same way
as the subset of the variables assiatea with i is chosen frond
-	
.4^	 ..	 ..	 ,`.
^^ ^,	 ,•
-__
_ -. ^.. -_
	 __	
r._.,.
_
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We now define - the mapping M, denoted by i1ll(Ai ) = Bi, 1=1, 2, . .
.. , 2r , to be the mapping ind
	 ^ the conjecture P(il, 12, .. , ir)
tjl, j2 , ... ,
 jr k It is imps + to note that the elements involved in
the mapping M are sets_- o^ words and not the woods themselves. I# 	 -
the con jecta^re is true, i. $. , if .there does exist a transforming per-
mutation P suv;, that P(il, i2 , ^ .. , ir ) =. ( jl, j2 ... , jt,), then the
foiowing properties hold for the wards o►f the sets {Ai y and {gi}.
(i j 3'he number of words in Ai is equal to the number of words
(ii) The word lengths of the words in Ai _ are equal to the -
word lengths of the wards in Bi = M(Ai j, i=1, 2, ... , 2r.
_-,	
_ -
	
(2.5.1)
---^ -
The conditions (2.5.1) are necessary but not sufficient for the
	 -
truth of the conjecture. We can, therefore, use them to eliminate
mangy, but not all, false conjectures.
If a conjecture induces a trapping M which satisfies (2.5.1);
then we shall say that the conjecture is consistent. We raw- shorty
that !f a consecture irivolainq-all of -the p indicator variables of A is
consistent, then A and ^ are equivalent. _ Vie first note that no two
words of the defining relation of A contain the same subset of the
indicator variables., since each word is fortn^. iv^r a different product
of the generatoars. A conjecture which involves the indicator variables
(il i2 ... i^) therefore d^Euides the words of A into sets {Ai }, each
of which contains one and only one word.
o Ig
1 -
 ___	
-	 -_ _--_-- _ __ in Pts a- i au et se — -
i	 i
	
Al	 I
	A 2	 W 1
-	
^	 A3	 W2	 -
	
A4	 W iWZ
	
Alp	 WlW2.. Wp	 (2.5.
(Z'Y^e plus signs in the i-^Ii raw of this array correspond to the particular
subset of .the indicates variables which is contained in-the word of
Ai. For convenience,. we have Included the identity I as a word of
the defining relatlan, namelp the sword which includes n rie of the
variables ( l, 12, ... , ip ).
--	 -Now . suppose the connjecture P(il, 12 , • • • , ip ) -
 (jl' i2, ... , jp),
where (jl, iZ, ... jp ) are variables of design B, is consistent. phis
implies that,. there is one and only one woad in each of the subsets of
B induced by the conjecture.- Tn particular, for each i, there is one
and only one word of fine defining .
 relatfon of B which contains ji and
Wane ^ the other j's. Denoting this word by Vi, and letting i=1, 2,
.. , p, we can write:
V = -L (^ )1	 1 I
V2 = ^2(j2)
.	 -
	
Vp = Lp(jp)	 (2.5.3).
.^	 w.:	 ^ _
..
-.
r—.^—^w.	
w^xt+._.	 ,.	
_..w!a"^
	 g^^ ,` ^Vh.. rv . ., nf...M P..rr a..^s.k	 ^v	 K^*
-	
^ Y O
where no element cif the set. (ii, iZ , , .. , ip) appears in any a# the wQrd^a
{ Li }. The set (Vl, V^, ... , P } is, clearly, a set of generators ^ B. `
We could, at this point, construct a table fcr design. B', srsilar-
to the table (2.5, 2) already available far design A, replacing the
is by l's, the A's by B's, and the W's by V's. The consistency of:
the con f ecture then implies that, #^ each i, the length. of tha wo^+d in
set Ai must be equal to the length of the worry
 in set 13i. That
r^l^ _ ^(yl^
	
i^
t(W2 ) _ ^(V2) i
_	 ^^
t (^I lW2 ) _ ^¢ (V1VZ
^ ^1NiW2 ... Wp ) 
_ ^ (VIV2.. , Vp ).	 ^	 (^, S^ 4
Now we need only to show that, if the generators of A and B
are named in such a way that the- vector of word lengths, when written a^s
f ^^ 1 ^	 1
a^^)
.ecwlvv2)
.^ (W 3
l^ (W 1W2.. •. Wp
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is the same far both designs, then the designs are equivalent. We
can show this as follows.
We first note that the letter which corresponds to each variable
of design P►
 appears in a particular subset of the generators (Wl , ^11t2,
... , 'V^p), including that "subset" which contains no generators. We
shall represent this by the following tabuYation:
1
2
3
4
2p
	(2. 5.6 )
wh ^ a^, ^^1, 2, 3, ... , Zp, is the number of letters which appear in
mat ss^b^set of the g^e^n^ratcs ^s which is denoted by the m^ signs in
^. (^'h^e u^te t^f minus signs rather there plus signs facilitates the
m^snt l ^d^^ up to (^. ^, 1^). ^ Wo note that th+^ sum of tl^e
	
i^ a	 w ^ ^ ;^ (ai, a^,.. «, ^^, ), is equal tca the
^u . ^	 . , . ,	 s	 ^ f ^e d+ssi +pre. At ^s point, we also
teo^n to a fs whfh we s^hsll use later in s argument,
y ^t i^ ^	 e	 ass	 ted with oaoh air
	
^, ^ .. ^ ^	 -	 s	 ,	 user (. . ^) to
..	
Y	
^	
_.
SS ^	
s	 ^
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equivalent to the generators VYl, W2 , , , Wp of A. Far this reason
we shall call the vector a a generating .
 vector-,_ of design A. if we
hav®, in additbon to a, a labeling of the variables which correspond
to each element of a, we shall refer to a as a labs cener_atina
vex
Now lat M be the matrix of +1's and - 1 ' s which is derived by
associating the value 1 with each sign in the array (2, 5.6 ). In terms
of its column vectors, M can be written
=C^l.^..•^l	 (Z. 5.7 ^
We shall define a new matrix X in terms of the pr_odu_cts. of the columns
of M where we define the p^uct, Wi Wi of two column vectas as
follows.
D^inition: The product of two (N x 1) vectors Wi and Wi is the
^N x 1) vector whose u- th element is the product of the u-th elements
of Wi and Wi, e. , ('WiV11^ ^ _ (Wi)u(W'^ )u, u=1, 2, ... , N. The
ohvi^s extension of this definition to products of more than two
vector can be made, since associativity holds, e. g. , (Wi Wi Wk)
tw^'w►i
 M^k1 = M►i ^tw^ ^^?.
We can now define the (Z,P x 2p ) matrix which is written in
terms of it^a column vectors as
^ ^^ Wi W2 'kIV`1W^ ^4V5 . . W^WZ .. Wp 1J
(^^ 5-. 8^
^e^ t^e^^t luacu^ ^ ^s n (^^ ^ ^) aolu^mn of +X' a, and the ^re^maining
c^^mn^	 hammed ^zy 11 ^^cr 	 +^cd^e indi^ a^	 sib
u___	 _	
_.	 r^e
1
•	 =23
products of the columns of M. We observe that the columns o^ X
are orthogonal vectors.
We now use X to introduce a linear transfoacma #ion L(a) , which
is defined as folloMrss
L=a) _ (k^-X' a)/2	 (2.5 9)
where i' is the (1 x 2p j vector (1, 1, 1, ... , 1). Tf we write L(a) in
terns of the elements cf a, we obtain
0	 0
	
a 1+a2^a5+a6+... •..
	 ^ (W2
	aZ+a3+a6+a7+.....
	 ^ (W1W2I
LL) _	 =
.	 f (W1 W2... Wp
(2. 5.10)
i. e. , L transforms the generating vector a into the vector of word
lengths of the design.
Suppose that the generates of two designs A and B are named
in such a way that the corresponding generating vectors, denoted a
and b respectively give ri a to the same vect^ of word lengths, i. e. ,
(a)	 L (b)	 (2.5.11)
_.^ -^..^...-.	 ,.	 .,.F	
-	 ^.	 ..	 -.
a	 ,:	 -	 -	
:.
=24=
This m^sns that
X'a = X'b ,
-- --
..	 (2. 5.12 )
so	 a = b ,
since X' is a nonsingular matrix. Suppose, for every
	
{ j = 1, 2
. , 2p ), we label the variables of B which correspond to bj to be
the same as the variables of A which correspond to aj . Then the
set of generators of design B which arise from the labeled generating
^rectar b will be identical to the set of generators of design A which
arise from the labeled generating vector ^. Therefore A=B.
This is the result to which we have been led by the assumed
consistency of the conjecture (which involves the specified indicator
variables of A) and the particular choice of generators (2.5. 3) of
design B. We have therefore shown that, given A and B, if a con=
jecture involving all of the p indicator variables of A is consistent,
then A and B are equivalent designs.
In order to establish the equivalence of two designs A and B,
we shall attempt to formulate a consistent conjecture involving the
indicator variables of design .
 A. We first make a conjecture P (il) _
(jl ), involving only one of the indicator variables of A, and then test
far consistency by inspecting the word lengths in the sets of A and B
induced by the conjecture. If this conjecture is found to be incan-
sstent, a new conjecture involving it is made and tested. We
proceed in this way until we find a consistent conjecture P (il ) _ (jl*).
Vb'e then make a coon jecture at the second stage, P (il, i2 ) _ (jl*, j 2 ),
=25=
which is chosen to incorporate the consistent first stage conjecture.
If this conjecture is inconsistent, we change ^^ and test again.
Continuin►q in this way: conjecture ^-^► test ^-► conjecture =^
testy and so on, we attempt to find at each stage a consistent
conjecture, which we then incorporate into a cs^jectore at the sus-
seeding stage. If we obtain a consistent conjecture at the p=th
stage,... we can.. conclude that deigns A and B are erloivalent. 	 _
In the course of this procedure, it is possible that at the r=th
stage, r=p, none of the candidates for jr give rise to a consistent
con#actors. ^f this happens, we say that the ccnsi »tstent conjecture at
the (r=1)=th stage has fay at the r=th stage. We must therefore
return, to the (r-^1}-th stage and try to find another consistent conjecture
on which to base conjectures at the r=th stage. CVVhen we are forces)..
in this way to go back to the (r=1)=th stage, the conjectures we select
to test are, Like all our conjectures, based on the consistent conjec=
tore already found for the previous stage (r-2 ). )
We continue until.. one of two things happens. Either
(i) we find a consistent conjecture at the p-th stage, in
which case A and B are equivalent; or
(ii) every conjectuure at the first stage is either inconsistent
itself or fails at a succeeding stage, in which case A and
B are not equivalent.
.. ^ . ._^__--a:
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3. AN EXAMiPLE: R = 5, q
3. 1 Introduction
The procedures descried in Section Z were programmed for the
computer and run on the CDC 36001ocated at the University of `^dlTisconsin
Computing Center. We shall- now illustrate the results of the pro=
--	 -	
-grammed pros®auras in the cases R = 5, q = ?, to find saturated designs
of resolution V in 128 runs and of resolution J`I in 256 runs.
3. -2 Even 256=rufi designs of resolution ' 6
We first constructed the complete set of distinct even 2(k +1)-p
designs of resolu^on ' 6, where k=p = q = ?. These designs are lasted
in Table 3.1 together with .their word length patterns.
TABLE 31
The Even 256-Run Designs of Resolution '- 6
• Word .
 Length . Pattern '•
Igo. v 6 8	 10	 I2 Ref. Delete
L1 9 1 0	 0	 0 4.1 10,11,12
1.2 9 0 1	 0	 0 4. 1 2, 5, ?
2.1 10 3 0	 0	 0 4.1 11,12
2. 2 10 2 1	 Q	 0 4. 1 9, 10
3. 1 11 6 I	 0	 0 4. 1 12
4. 1 12 12 3	 0	 0 4. 1
G^neratars of design 4. l:
Wl = 123459 W2 = 12367 ( 10) W5 = 12468 (11) W4 = ls5?8(12)
d
-z^-
The number. of each design in Table 3.1 ^s v^ttitten ^n the form
^p. a), where p ^8 the r^umher of generators and a is a numbar_which
orders those. designs having the same value o^ p.	 _
The aolumn . headed "v" (=k+1, in our` previous notation) in
Tabld 3.1 gives -the nurakier of variables which ark accommodated in
each design. We see ghat the singe design (4. 1) which v+ias found
:.
at the last stage accotidraoc^ates 12 variables, i. e. , 12 is the maximum
number of wartables .which earn be incorporated into a Z5b-run resolu=
tion VI design. 'this implies at once that the maximum number of
va=3ables which can be accommodat®d by a 128=run reso2ut^on
design is 11 (in agreement with Box and Hunter (1961b)).
Lf we examine the word length patterns of the designs of Table
3 1, we see that no two designs have identical word length patterns,
Although this d stinct	 n rp o^„^r, is not true in general, it does
hold for many sets of designs which are of interest, to the extent that
it even merits consideration as a basis for testing the equivalence of
designs. (A more thorough discussion of this point v^ill be included
in a subsequent paper, together with an example of two distinct
designs whose word length patterns are identical. )
The five disttnet 25b-run even designs of resolution'_6 which
are not saturated can all be obtained from the saturated refe
dear 4. 1 through the deletion of variables. (The deletion of a
specified set of variables involves removing from the defining r®lation
all, words in which any of the specified variables appear. Note that
this is not the same as the erasure of a variable, discussed above. )
Table 3. 1 gives, in each case, the appropriate variables to be deleted
from design 4. 1. These deletions are not, of course, unique and the
.r	 _
..	 _._
^^	 ^	 ^^
'^^,' .^v,.w;.. ^^^:..^ ae..	 .,..._.a..^=^zxas..:a^^1^Y^iAI^ "C+f'A^I^M.x, ra^.e...m ^L ^IH(e^=-'
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same designs can be obtained from the saturated design through
other deletion patterns.
We should remark that, although we see in this simple
example that the complete set of designs of the type constructed
can be expressed in terms of deletion of variables from a saturated
design, this property is not true in general.
3. 3 Odd 128-run deg .gng of resolut^.on ' 5
The set of distinct odd 1Z8 =run desicyns of resolution = 5 can..
be obtained directly from the designs of Table 3. 1 through the erasure
of a variable. In order to ensure completeness, the erasure of each
possible variable was perforzned on each design. During this _
procedure, designs which were founts to be equivalent to any pre
viously obtained design were discarded. The resulting set of
designs, which is the complete set of distinct odd 128^run designs
of resolution ^ 5, is given in Table 3.2.
,^:
^^.r
^^
	 ^ .
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Table 3.2
The Odd 128-Run Designs of Resolution ' 5
Word L^
.. _...^Pty
... .. _	 -
^
No. k- 5 _6 ? 
_ 8^ _ g--1.0 1.1_ ..Ref.. Delete ^ ^raset
1. 1/0 8 1 0 0	 0 0 0 0 4 1 I0, 11, 12 9
1.2/0 $ 0 0 1	 0 0 0 0 4 Z 2^ ^, 7 12
2. 1/2 9 2 1 0	 0 0 0 0 4. 1 11, 12 10
2.2/1 q 1 1 1	 0 0 0 0 4. 1 9, 10 12
2.2/2 9 2 0 0	 1 0 0 0 4. 1 9, 1 ^0
s
8	
-
3. 1/1 10 3 3 1	 0 0 0 0 4. 1 12 1 Z	 '
3. 1/2 10 4 2 d	 1 0 0 0 4. 1 12 6	 `a.
4 1/1 11 6 b 2	 1 0 0 0 4. 1 = 12 -
`	 ^ Each design in Table 3 . 2 is identified by nneans of a number
written in the form (p . ^ ^ The meaning of this notation is that
(p , a) is the design of Table 3. 1 from which the design (p . a/b) is
derived (thrt^ugh the eraseu^e of a variable ), and {(p=1), b) is the even
design of Table 3. 1 which corresponds to the even words of {p , alb ).
We -Hate that design 4. 1/1 is the ^ni ue saturated resolution V'
11-4design in 128 runs, i, e. , every other 2 V
	
design is equivalent to
11-4it_ Design 4. 1/;d is therefore equivalent to the 2 V designs given,
r
f c^^ example., by Brownlee, Kelly, and X.oraine { 1948 ), National Bureau
of Standards (.1957 ), . and Box and Hunter { 1961b ).
Each of the designs in Talale 3 . 2 can be obtained from the
reference design 4. 1 through the deletion of a se* of variable^-
followed by the erasure of a single variable. Appropriate ^rariables
to be deleted and erased are given in Table 3.2 for each design.
x.
,^_^:^^
...,,	
- 3 ^
3.4 Blacking the designs- ccnstna^ted
^t+vo distinct optimum .
 bl^ckin^r arrangements, each involving 8
12-4
- ble^cks, were found fry fi^^ satura^ :ed 2^ design 4 1^°using the
procedures des^rlbed in Section Z. 4, with R = 5. (VTe use the word
"optimum" to refer to those arr_^ngements v^hich ;;provide the maximum
possible number of blocks.) The blocking generates' for each
arrangement are as f©Mows:
(i) Bl = 1238	 B2 = - 1478	 B3 = 2456
(ii) Bl = 1258	 BZ = 136$	 B3 =-246?	 (3.4. 1)
The resulting blocked design is, in each case, of type 2 ^ IV3
It is of interest to determine whether or not an optimum blocking
arrangement for each of the other designs
_ of Table 3. 1 can 1^e found
by deleting .
 variables from the oy^timally blocked saturated design.
Since the deletion of variables does not affect the number of bloclr°3,
each of the designs of Table 3. 1 can be obtained in 8 blocks by
del^^nq the appropriate variables from design 4.1. ^hle now show that
?^-is indeed the maximum number of blocks which can be accommodated
-	 -	 st be even and of type 2 ^^ S	 , wherein such a design . (yvhlch tr►u
S' ' 4^. We first Hate that each block of a 2(q+l+p)-p-t desi n isVI; S'	 g'
(q+1+p^(p+t)Self a 2 S,	 design and can therefore_accommodate no
int^ce than 2q^t variables, if S' = 4. Fence q+1+p_ S 24-t. ^lVhen
4	 ?^ as in this' example, we have 8+p a Z^-t, or 8 < 27-t, .since
p s 0. This implies that ?-t > 3, i. e. , t= 3. Zbe number o£ blocks,
2t, cannot; therefore, exceed $. We have thus. shown that any of the
designs of Table 3, 1 can be obtained, optimally blocked, by deleting
^^
.	 --^,..	 -
..r
	
-	
^	 .,
_	 ^	 ^ ^
	
^;
^^
^^'.
C
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variables froia design ^. I blocked according to arrangement (i) or
arrangement {ii) of { 3. 1).
We^.can also block any of the designs. of Table 3 . 2 optimally
{in blocks of 8) as follows. G^nen the rase design (p.a/b), say, we
12-4-3
st write dawn the generators of the saturated 2 ^^(i) fir,.
design, using either-set of blocking generators given
in (3.4, 1 ^
(ii) delete and then erase the appropriate variables (given
in Table 3.2) to obtain the desired design (p a/b).
In step (ii ), - the variables to be d^3leted should first be isolated as
irulicat4c variables in the generai^ors of the base design. (To isolate
the variable , say, in generator VIT, replace each generator G which
contains i (including the blocking generators but excluding W itself
with the product GW.) T"he erasure pr©cedure follows, vwhere the
appropriate variable must be erased.,from all thL _generators, including
the blocking generators.
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